“The World Needs” by Emma Briggeman

If the world had a superhero for you and me
It would not be a warrior always out to fight
Always causing battles, often causing plight
Sometimes the world needs a little love
An act of kindness, even one simple hug
To show that the world does not have to be bad
There does not have to have horror
It does not have to be sad
If I became the superhero of this place
I would wrap everyone in a warm embrace
To remind them what love really is
And to show that everyone on this earth needs a second chance
One more shot at life
We all make mistakes, and I would not change that
But when I spread my cape to take flight
Everyone would feel my love and warmth
In the deep dead dark of night
And when the wind starts to howl
And the clouds and rain come in
I would make a rainbow shining through the storm
The world would be a better place
When people started showing grace
My superpower would be kindness
And I would brighten all the blindness
If the world had a superhero for you and me
It would not be a warrior always out to fight
Always causing battles, often causing plight
Because the world needs light, the world needs love
The world needs a superhero to do all of the above
And I would do just that